
               

EVIL RIBBON IS MURDER!! SUPPORT TWINE

 
man with worlds 
largest twine ball 

The graphical (see back) more than perfectly illustrates the Evils caused by the 
Ribbon Industry over time. Evil ribbon users have STOLEN the precious revenues 
from those who more deservedly use them. EVEN WORSE, the use of ribbons in 
order to proclaim awareness of certain causes has given them billions of EVIL DIRT 
DOLLARS, thus they profit from the unfortunate things that others feel bad for. 
This is NOT GOOD. It is EVIL. Following graph, one can easily see this. Pro ribbon 
propaganda SLAVES would have you believe otherwise, that they are not evil, this 
logic is HEXAGONAL and thus evil in itself. One can also gaze at graph and see the 
obvious evils of neon colored nylon rope. 

 

 
Classic twine Ball 

WHY IS RIBBON EVIL?? 

 
This is Johnny, he has ONE EYE, he got 
fired when his twine factory shut down. 
Now he has one eye and lives in prison. 
Evil ribbon did this to this American hero! 

TWINE’S HEAVENLY APPEAL 

      
A little known use of twine is its handiness.  Known as a primitive 
form of duct tape, it can be used to affix a large piece of wood to a 
vine. The tying quality is almost limitless when it comes to twine. 
One can join infinite things in GLORIOUS UNION with such a 
wonderful twine.  Evil ribbon would CHOKE the vine above where 
twine is found NURTURING it. Early mountain people of the Plains 
have been known to pack twine in to the bowl of their pipes, lighting 
and smoking it. The bastard animal ribbon corporations performed 
an experiment, replacing twine in the pipes with evil ribbon. Those 
smoking experienced cancer and feeling of hurt.Later people bought 
ribbon for awareness of this cancer! SELF PERPETUATING! See how 
it works folks?! Maybe if one thinks very hard one can come up 
with other uses for twine maybe. Maybe even for fishing maybe. 

 
 
 

 
It is also very cool 
when sticking 
oranges on to sticks 
to add a simple twist 
of twine. This 
increases the 
FLAVOR APPEAL of 
the orange 
altogether. Next time 
you are asked to 
make this Halloween 
treat make sure to 
USE TWINE and NOT 
STUPID RIBBON. 

BUT WHAT CAN I DO, I’M JUST A DUDE/BABE???? 

 
Note the twine loop on the breast of each of the Triads three member. Proudly doing the same you 
too can show SUPPORT for TWINERS everywhere. Showing support is hip as well as fun and 
interesting. When wearing twine It says to the opposite sex, “hey I’m smart and cool, would you be 
interested in a dance with me?”  Aside from the social aspect, it also lets politicians know exactly 
where you stand, you stand with the Twine Industry and not somewhere else. In this election year, 
VOTE FOR THE TWINE, forget ribbon!. Today, when someone asks you about the twine proudly 
affixed to your clothing, tell them “hey, im with twine, and if your with ribbon, I count that as a 
negative, brah!” Also support by buying and selling when ever the situation arises. 

 
This holiday season SAY NO TO 
RIBBON and remember to SUPPORT 
THE TWINE WORKERS OF 
AMERICA. When ribbon is being 
used in your community say “hey 
man, think of johnny’s one eye” This 
will help end evil ribbon use. 
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